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Scary Story       

  

In the year 2006 were two girls who named Lisa and Emma in the 

lonely forest from Munich. They wanted to sleep in the scary forest. 

It says that for 13 years two girls in this forest disappeared. At the 

night when the tent stood and moon shined they fall in a deep sleep. 

In the middle of the night came a terrible thunderstorm. And then 

heard two girls a creepy howl from a wolf. It was a very windy night 

and the tent flought away. They went trough the forest until they 

arrived at a huge pond. The girls stood under a tree and heired a 

rustle in a bush next to them. Lisa thought it is a wolf. It came out but 

it wasn`t a wolf it was a labradoodle dog who runs away from his 

home and ran in this horrible forest. The dog barked and growled and 

the girls ran away from him. They ran on a street and a LKW came up 



of them. The LKW honked and the two girls saved themselves in the 

last second. The two went in the other side of the forest where they 

saw a giant wolf. Emma and Lisa ran away from the wolf but the wolf 

followed them and wanted ate them. Emma screamed “Run as fast as 

you can Lisa!”. The girls ran across the street to the big pond again 

and can`t ran more because there was a dead end and Lisa was bitten 

from the wolf. The wolf hunted them to the dead end and want to 

eat them. In this time the girls was very scared. But then the dog 

jumped out of the bush and chased the wolf away. The girls slept 

with the dog next to the massive bush.  At the next morning the two 

girls went to a hospital and Emma hoped that Lisa gets well again. 

Lisa had to have a operation because she had a blood poisoning. In 

the operation made the surgeons a mistake and Lisa musted 

intensive care unit. The second operation was very hard for the 

surgeons but they did it. After the operation went the girls home 

with the dog and Emma was allowed to keep him. She named the dog 

Winter because that is her favorite season. Lisa get crutches and was 

able to walk normally again after two months.  But this dark night 

would the girls never forget. 
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